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ABSmACST. An analyaiR of mhd flow of an electrically conducting, incompressible, 
viscous rarefied gas past an accelerated plate is carried out when the magnetic field is 
fixed relative to the (a) fluid (case I) (b) plate (case IT). Expressions for velocity profiles 
and the drag are derived in closed form. It is observed that there is a decrease in velocity 
when there is an increase in the strength of the magnetic field and the rarefraotion para­
meter hf An increase in hi leads to a decrease in the skin-friction. An increase in the 
strength of the magnetic field leads to an increase in the skin-friction in case (I) whereas 
in case (II), there is a dec easerin skin-friction.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Rossow (1958) disctissod M H D  Rayleigh's prohlom wherein an induced 
magnetic field was neglected. This was generalized by Gupta (1960), Soundal- 
gekar (1966), Pop (1968) to the case o f the M H D  flow past an accelerated plate. 
In all these problems, the flow o f the normal density fluirls was considered. In  
the present age o f high altitude flights, the study o f rarefied gases is receiving 
attention of a number of researchers. In  case o f the slightly rarefied gases, the 
physical aspect of the problem can be analysed by solving the Navier-Stokos 
equations under,^ the first order velocity slip boundary conditions at the boundaries. 
Such an hydrodynamic attem pt was made by Schaaf (1950) for Rayleigh’s 
problem under first order velocity slip boundary conditions. The corresponding 
M H D  aspect of this problem was recently discussed by the present authors (1969).
The object of this paper is to study the flow o f an electrically conducting 
rarefied gas past an accelerated plate under transverse magnetic field. In  the 
next section the problem is solved for velocity field in the case when the magnetic 
field lines o f force are fixed relative to the fluid and relative to the plate. The 
velocity profiles are shown on graphs and the numerical values of the skin-friction 
are entered in tables. Lastly, the conclusions are set out.
M A T H E M A T I C A L  A N A L Y S I S
An infinite plate is assumed to be accelerated in the x-direction. The y- 
coordinate is taken peix>endioular to  it. The magnetic field is assumed to be
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applied parallel to the j/-axis. Tiie fluid and tlin plate are aasumed to bo sta­
tionary at f <  0 and the plat© starts moving at < =  0. Then negloctins 
induced fields, the governing momentum equation for the magnetic lines of force 
fixed relative to the fluid arc (Gupta,
du
(ft
dhi
V  ~  ^ — t-
(ly - p
p
where is the magnetic field anfl ff is tlxo cflectrical conductivity of the fluid. 
The boundary eonditions for the present problem are 
u — o everywhere for  ^<  0
M — «'»<' y =■
( 1)
(2)
(2)
(3 «)
0 as
If Laplaeo-transform of u is di f^ined as
7 / - - > 0 0
S =  j* u(y, f)pr^di (p >  0 )
0
then the Laplace transform of (1) an<l (3a) with resp<wt to t is as follows.
\ V /
(4)
whore m  {<^^ o^ )Ip  
and
u  — n ! A du
Pi«+i
(5)
it -> 0 as y -> 00. J
For uniformly accolOTated plate, (w 1), the solution of (4) subject to the boundary
condition (6 ) in non-dimensional form on taking inverse, is
=- —j i f  -  \ 4a„(l-M o)*  i \ 2 /
I f(2o„—y )(l+ M o )~ ^ i\.,~y*<>. erfc ( t  — «o )
+  \ 4ao(l+M o)* i '2  /
■ fc )
(l-fci*Oo*) '  " ( 1 - W )  '
(6)
where
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, 7! = >
y/vt y/vt
and iu has its meaning as defined in Soundalgekar et al (1968). When 0 , (6 ) 
reduces to Gupta’s (1960) case. The skinfriction in non-dimensional form is 
given by
where
Hence from (6) and (7), we have
drjj
=
f i A M  t '
(7)
T =  \ erfc ( — a„)+ ( -Ai!iL'Zgp*)± .^ I e~“®*+
l 4oo( 1 + M o)* i
_ /^ o ® ( l :2 ^ « o ) + U  erfc K ) .
I 4ao(l—Ai®o)*
(8)
The velocity profiles from (6 ) are shown in figure 1 and the numerical values of t 
from (8 ) are entered in table 1 .
l%are 1. V^ooity profiles*
Table 1 
Values of—
\ d i i /9_0
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\  Oo 
hi \
2 4 6
0.0 2.2498 4.1260 6.0833
0.1 1.8390 f.9I96 3.7840
0.2 1,5023 1.2688 2.7450
We now consider tho case of tiro magnetic linos of force fixed relative to the 
plate.
The momentum equation in this case (Soundalgokar, 1965) is
du , /_  +  m{u—At*^ ) — V 
dt
. .  (9)
Proceeding as in tho above case, tho solution in non-dim(msional form for uniformly 
accelerated plate is given by
.o r fc ( lr + ^ ) -J  
( 1 - X W )  J=  (1 - V V )
( 2  “"®o) • ®rfo^2 +  ®o) j5 . erfc
^  1 + V o  l - M o
The friction in this case is now given by
} (10)
when hi -*■ 0, (10) and (11) reduce to tho case considered in Soundalgekar (1965). 
The velocity profiles from (10) are shown in figure 2 and the numerical
values of— / —) »r© entered in table 2 .
ig ^ /s -o
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hi • ©.0“
r O*^-
Table 2
Vrfueof- (^ )
9 -0
»0
h
2 4 6
0.0 0.4951 0.2500 0.1666
0.2 0.3548 0.0694 0.0253
0.3 0.3106 0.0568 0.0099
C O N O L T J S I O N S
1) Jn both tho oases, the velocity decreases with increasing the magnetic 
field strength and also with increasing the rarefaction parameter But in case 
of tho magnetic field fixed relative to the plate, tho velocity profiles become almost 
parallel to the moving plate at large values of the magnetic field parameter.
2) In the first case (table 1), an increase in a, loads to an inorease in the 
skin-friotion whereas an inorease in hi leads to a decrease in the skin-finotiah.
3) In the second case (table 2), the efiect of being the same, there is a 
decrease in the skin*fiiction with increasing Og.
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